Abstract-Performing active quantum error correction to protect fragile quantum states highly depends on the correctness of error information-error syndromes. To obtain reliable error syndromes using imperfect physical circuits, we propose the idea of quantum data-syndrome (DS) codes that are capable of correcting both data qubits and syndrome bits errors. We study fundamental properties of quantum DS codes and provide several CSS-type code constructions of quantum DS codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum error-correcting codes provide a method of actively protecting quantum information [1] . To perform quantum error correction, we have to learn knowledge of errors, the error syndromes, through quantum measurements. However, the physical gates to do these operations are inevitably faulty, which may lead to incorrect data recovery.
In [2] , the authors introduced the so-called syndromemeasurement (SM) codes to perform robust syndrome measurement of stabilizer codes with Shor syndrome extraction [3] . Herein we consider a more general scheme of quantum stabilizer codes that are capable of correcting data qubit errors and syndrome bit errors simultaneously. These codes are called quantum data-syndrome (DS) codes. This idea is also independently studied by Fujiwara in [4] .
We first define the quantum DS codes and related notions of minimum distance and split weight enumerators. Using generalized MacWilliams identities, we derive Singleton and Hamming type upper bounds on the code size of degenerate quantum DS codes, generalizing the approach proposed in [5] . Next we study the properties of random quantum DS codes. Finally, we consider CSS-type quantum DS codes and provide DS code constructions from CSS-type quantum cyclic codes and quantum LDPC codes.
II. QUANTUM DATA-SYNDROME CODES
Let Q be an [[n, k]] stabilizer code defined by a stabilizer group S with independent (Pauli) generators g 1 , g 2 , · · · , g n−k and corresponding vectors g 1 , . . . , g n−k ∈ F . . .
(Throughout the text for a Pauli operator a acting on n qubits, we denote by a ∈ F n 4 the corresponding vector and vice versa; see [6] for details.) Let C be the classical [n, n − k] code over F 4 generated by the rows of H, and C ⊥ be its dual with respect to the trace inner product:
where y i denotes conjugation in
for all i, j. Suppose a quantum state |ψ ∈ Q is corrupted by an error (Pauli) operator e and let e ∈ F n 4 be the corresponding vector. Then the syndrome of e is s = (
, where
One can use the syndrome s for finding the most likely error vector e . If e ∈ C +e, then applying e to the corrupted state will reconstruct the original state |ψ .
One of the most difficult problems in quantum error correction is, however, that the syndrome s itself could be measured with an error. So instead of the true vector s ∈ F n−k 2 , we may get, after measurement, a vector s = s + z, for z ∈ F n−k 2 . In the following, we discuss stabilizer codes that are capable of correcting both data errors and syndrome errors.
Let us denote
where I n−k is considered as a matrix over F 2 . To shorten notation, we will use m = n − k. Let us define codes
where C ⊥ DS is the dual code of C DS with respect to the inner product:
Note that for any value of k we have |C
We will say that a stabilizer code Q together with a particular choice of generators in (1) is a quantum datasyndrome code Q DS and that C ⊥ DS is a data-syndrome code. We will say C ⊥ DS (or Q DS ) has quantum length n, quantum dimension k, and quantum size 2 k . Fujiwara, [4] , noticed that error-correcting capabilities of C ⊥ DS depend on the choice of generators in (1) . In consequence of a bad choice of generators, even a single syndrome error may be uncorrectable. On the contrary, choosing generators properly, we can get a code capable of correcting simultaneously multiple data and syndrome errors.
In [2] , in order to correct syndrome errors, the authors proposed to get additional, say r, syndrome bits by measuring generators (not necessary distinct) g 1 , . . . , g r ∈ S. Let
Then the approach in [2] is equivalent to considering the code C ⊥ DS with parity check matrix
This parity check matrix can be transformed into the form
where A is a binary matrix. Now decoding can be done by first using any decoder of the code with parity check matrix [A I r ] to correct syndrome errors, followed by the decoding with respect to H DS . We will first concentrate on the scenario when only n−k syndrome bits are measured, and then consider code constructions with additional syndromes.
III. MIMIMUM DISTANCE AND SPLIT WEIGHT ENUMERATORS
Below we discuss the error correction capabilities of DS codes. Consider e DS = (g, 0), for g ∈ C. Since g ∈ C we have g ∈ S and thus e DS is harmless. If e DS = (e, z) ∈ C ⊥ DS \ {(g, 0) : g ∈ C}, then e ∈ C. Therefore the operator e does not belong to S and acts on Q nontrivially. Since H DS e DS = 0
T by definition, we conclude that such e DS is an undetectable and harmful error. Naturally, the weight wt (e, z) is defined as the number of its nonzero entries. We define the minimum distance d of Q DS (equivalently C ⊥ DS ) as the minimum weight of any element in
It is not difficult to see that Q DS (or equivalently C ⊥ DS ) can correct any error e DS = (e, z) (here we do not assume e DS ∈ C ⊥ DS ) with t D = wt (e), t S = wt (z) if
Define the split weight enumerators of C DS and C
We also have
. . , n, and (4)
We will say that Q DS is a degenerate quantum DS code if there exists B i,j > 0 for i < d. Otherwise this is a nondegenerate quantum DS code. For 0 r m, let us define d(r) as the smallest integer such that
Then the minimum distance of Q DS is
Denote the q-ary Krawtchouk polynomial of degree i by
Properties of Krawtchouk polynomials can be found in [5] . Let f (x, y) be a two variable polynomial and its maximal degrees of x and y be d x n and d y m, respectively. Then the following Krawtchouk expansion of this polynomial holds:
where
Using pretty much standard arguments [8] , we get the following generalization of the MacWilliams identities. Theorem 1.
Like [6] , [7] , for small n one could apply linear programming techniques to find bounds for quantum DS codes Example 2. Consider n = 7, m = 6, d = 3. From MAPLE, both the primal and dual liner programs have solutions. This means that a [ [7, 1, 3] ] code may be capable of fighting a syndrome bit error by measuring only six stabilizer generators. Indeed, it is the case, as shown by Fujiwara [4] .
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IV. UPPER BOUNDS ON UNRESTRICTED (DEGENERATE AND NON-DEGENERATE) DS CODES We generalize the approach suggested in [5] . Let 1 d D n be an integer and
Let also A ⊂ N and A = N \ A. We would like to upper bound quantum code rate R = k/n under the conditions:
Let f (l, r) be an arbitrary polynomial with nonnegative coefficients f i,j and satisfying the conditions:
2) For unrestricted
Proof. We prove the second claim. Denote M = |C
2n . Using (8), (7), and (4), and we get
From this and (5), we get
A. Singleton Bound
For getting a bound on DS codes with minimum distance d it is enough to choose
It
and (12). After simple computations we get max f (0, 0), max
This and Theorem 3 lead to the following result Theorem 4. (Singleton Bound) For an unrestricted (nondegenerate or degenerate) DS code we have
Thus we proved that the Singleton bound for quantum stabilizer codes also holds for unrestricted quantum DS codes.
B. Hamming Bound
Let C ⊥ DS be a non-degenerate DS code with minimum distance d = 2t + 1. Using standard combinatorial arguments, we get that k k , wherek is the largest integer such that
This is the Hamming Bound for non-degenerate DS codes. Let d D and A be defined as in (15). Let f (k) (l, r) be the polynomial defined by the coefficients
Here λ is a parameter over which we will optimize our bound. After some computations, we obtain
This leads to the following result.
Thus f (k) (x, y) satisfies constraints (11) and (12).
Theorem 6. (Hamming bound for unrestricted DS codes.)
For an unrestricted DS code we have k k, where k is the largest integer such that
For d = 7 Hamming bounds (16) and (19) are shown in Fig.1 . For small values of n the bound for unrestricted DS 2016 IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory codes is only marginally weaker than (16) and for n 36 these bounds coincide. We observed the same behavior for other values of d. So we make the following conjecture. In [4] Fujiwara obtained a hybrid Hamming bound for nondegenerate DS codes that can correct any t D data and t S syndrome errors: k k , wherek is the largest integer s.t.
For obtaining hybrid bounds using Theorem 3, we choose of random DS codes. In particular, for a given r/n we are interested in the behavior of d(r)/n when n → ∞.
Let S n,k be the set of all codes with the generator matrix of form (1), and S ⊥ n,k be the set of the codes dual to codes from S n,k . Define the average weight distributions of codes from S n,k and S ⊥ n,k by
To find B i,j and B ⊥ i,j we need the following lemma.
Lemma 9.
codes from S n,k .
Using this Lemma, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 10.
Using Markov's inequality and the union bound we get:
for any > 0. Hence there exists a code C ⊥ ∈ S ⊥ n,k such that
Let H(x) = −x log 2 (x) − (1 − x) log 2 (1 − x) be the binary entropy function. Denote R = k/n, ω = i/n and γ = j/n.
With these notations, for codes satisfying (21), we have
Since B i,j (C ⊥ ) are integers, for sufficiently large n we get that B ⊥ ωn , γn = 0 as soon as b ⊥ ω,γ < 0. Summarizing this we get the following result.
Theorem 11. For a given γ let ω * be the root of
Then there exist DS codes with B ⊥ ωn , γn = 0, ω < ω * .
This Theorem can be used for getting an estimate on the decoding fidelity of a random DS code. This estimate will be obtained in another work. Quadratic-residue (QR) related codes provide a family of such quantum DS codes [8] , [9] . Example 14. Consider the QR ocde with p = 23. Suppose H is cyclicly generated by q(x) with s ≥ 11 rows. As can be seen in Table I The family of quantum QR codes in Theorem 13, which includes the Steane code and the quantum Golay code, are important in the theory of fault-tolerant quantum computation that are shown to have error thresholds. Here we have shown that these codes also induce quantum DS codes.
VI. CSS-TYPE QUANTUM DS CODES
Finally, it is natural to consider the quantum DS codes induced from LDPC codes since a parity-check matrix usually has some redundant rows and hence there is additional errorcorrecting ability on the measurement errors.
Consider a (γ, ρ)-regular LDPC code. The parity check matrix has the property that each column consists of γ 1's and the number of 1's in common between any two columns is no greater than 1. When γ > 1, it means that any single qubit error must have a syndrome of weight γ > 1. Any two-qubit data error must have a syndrome of weight at least 2γ − 1.
Corollary 15. Suppose there is an LDPC code that is selforthogonal. If γ > 1, the induced quantum DS code has distance at least 3. if γ > 2, the induced quantum DS code has distance at least 5.
We may modify the Tanner graph for decoding as in Fig. 2 . The bit nodes in the dashed box represent the syndrome bits. In the (belief propagation) iterative decoding, we can assign distinct initial error rates for each bit: the data qubit error rates are different from syndrome bit error rates; moreover, the error rates for each syndrome bit are generally different. Although LDPC codes may be inherently robust to some syndrome bit errors, we still can introduce more redundant check notes and corresponding syndrome nodes. 
VII. DISCUSSION
If we use a large syndrome measurement code, the errors in the quantum state may seriously accumulate in an error correction cycle. Also, the redundant stabilizers may have high weight, which increases the probability of measurement errors. Therefore, an SM code has to be carefully chosen.
When data qubit error rates and syndrome bit error rates are comparable, we may use a quantum DS code. If error rates get higher, a quantum DS code with higher distance can be used. However, there may not be many choices in some cases, such as quantum codes with a transversal T gate. Therefore, SM codes are preferred in this scenario.
